
Employee Experience and Retention Deep Dive Strategy Day

Let’s find a great solution to “The Great Resignation”.

Whether you’re having trouble attracting great people in our current Canada-wide talent
shortage or retaining them long enough to add real value (or both), we want to help you to take
a step back, study what’s happening, understand it in the context of the employee experience,
and build a custom solution to close the gap.

People are out there, but where? Why will they pick you versus the competition? What
innovative solutions could you try that not only address your talent crisis, but also be so
brag-worthy that it will impress the heck out of your board, the HR industry, and even your
mama?

How will you turn this crisis into your greatest opportunity to redefine the employee experience
so you have a sustainable reimagined retention strategy? This crisis is a tremendous
opportunity. Let’s spend a day capitalizing on it.

Join Sarah McVanel, Canada’s Recognition Expert, for a Deep Dive Day:
1. Explore your current “employee experience” from different vantage points - your HR

metrics, industry trends, and
external-facing reputation data - so we
have a good understanding of what is
impacting your talent crisis and where
the opportunities are

2. Understand Gallup’s employee
experience journey in order to co-create
an aligned recruitment, retention and
recognition (RRR) strategy to deal with
the crisis

3. Prioritize the most important initiatives and the core next steps required to gain
immediate momentum as well as map out what is required for sustained success

Included in the Deep Dive Day:
● One day facilitated event hosted on-site at a private venue in

Niagara Wine Country (Greatness Restored Barn, Jordan, ON)
● Summary of the plan arising from the event as well as an appendix

of all rough notes accumulated over the day (provided within 24
hours of the event)

● An hour planning call and two post-session calls with Sarah
● Beverages and a custom-made charcuterie board lunch for each

participant
● Recommendations of local accommodations and activities (should

you wish to leverage this as part of a broader team reconnection opportunity)
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Draft Deep Dive Day Agenda
● 9:00 Welcome and Best Hopes
● 9:30 Understanding the Employee Experience and Current Workplace Trends
● 10:00 Grounding in Data - Organizational, Industry, External-Facing Reputation

Management
● 10:30 Break
● 10:45 Solution Focused Exploration of Existing and Possible Solutions at the “Attract”,

“Hire” and “Onboard” Phases of Gallup’s Employee Experience Journey
● 12:30 Lunch
● 1:00 Consolidating Themes of Solutions
● 2:00 Prioritizing Themes by Impact/Effort
● 2:45 Break
● 3:00 Creating Plan for Implementation
● 4:00 Measure of Success
● 4:30 Reflection on Plan and the Day
● 5:00 Wrap Up

A Few Additional Notes for Consideration about a Successful Deep Dive Day:
- For the most effective plan, we will need your internal quantifiable (and qualitative as it is

available) HR data on attraction, turnover and attrition trends shared with Sarah in
advance; if you have industry trends we welcome this and Sarah will seek out sources;
Sarah will gather external reputation management data and again, you’re welcome to
provide any you have

- We have found it’s most effective if no more than 6 people participate in this deep dive
strategy yet practical session (which also fits COVID restrictions so our space does not
allow more than 6)

- All must be double vaccinated
- The bathrooms are on a lower level
- We welcome people to bring a tablet if they wish to review the insights we capture in

real-time during the session
- Our caterer creates custom charcuterie boards and can accommodate any food

preferences however it’s not a nut-free facility

Next Steps
Would you like to explore if this is a good fit for you? Connect with us at
info@greatnessmagnified.com.

About Your Deep Dive Day Facilitator - Sarah McVanel
This opportunity is only available to clients of Sarah and those
who have worked with Greatness Magnified. You may know her,
however, you might like to share this overview with other members
of your organization to review and ponder. Below is a bit more
about Sarah and her reason for being.
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About Sarah McVanel, CHRL, PCC, CSP, CSODP

True acceptance is believing people are worthy before they’ve
earned it. Imagine a workplace that extends acknowledgement
and appreciation to its employees before they even start.

I’m a recognition expert, professional speaker, coach, author,
recovering perfectionist, and movement maker of F.R.O.G.
Forever Recognize Others’ GreatnessTM. With 25+ years of
experience, I invigorate companies to see their people as
exceptional so that, together, they can create a scrumptious,
thriving culture where everyone belongs.

As the founder of Greatness Magnified, I’m proud to have built a thriving organization that
specializes in providing training programs and certifications for employees at large. By being
equipped to stay positive, solution focused, and resilient in changing times, they can help to
build a healthy and recognition-rich team.

Here’s the fact: recognition is the single, most effective, and cost-efficient way that organizations
can decrease burnout, sick time, change fatigue, and hiring costs. The reward? Increased
employee retention, safety, innovation, and customer satisfaction… as a starting point. What
organization doesn’t need this in a competitive marketplace with a talent shortage?

And it gets better. When you practice recognition in all areas of life, especially at home, it turns
even the most difficult challenges and greatest tensions into opportunities to connect, commit,
heal, and belong.

Sarah’s credentials:
● Canada’s leading recognition expert
● 25+ years in adult education and professional speaking
● CSP (Certified Speaking Professional)
● PCC (Professional Certified Coach)
● CSODP (Certified Senior Organizational Development Professional)
● CHRL (Certified Human Resources Leader)
● Degrees in Psychology (BA) and Family Relations (MSc)
● Author of 5 books and dozens of peer-reviewed and trade magazine articles
● Designations in Healthcare Administration and Human Resources
● Certified in MBTI, Personality Dimensions, BarON EQi, DISC
● Owner of the trademark and certification mark F.R.O.G. Forever Recognize Others’

GreatnessTM

● Carbivour 🍞, amateur hip-hopper 💃, TikTok embarrasser to her two kids 🎶🤳
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